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Abstract. We present a clustering algorithm called Self-organizing Map
Neural Network with mixed signals discrimination (SOMIX), to discover
binding sites in a set of regulatory regions. Our framework integrates
a novel intra-node soft competitive procedure in each node model to
achieve maximum discrimination of motif from background signals. The
intra-node competition is based on an adaptive weighting technique on
two diﬀerent signal models: position speciﬁc scoring matrix and markov
chain. Simulations on real and artiﬁcial datasets showed that, SOMIX
could achieve signiﬁcant performance improvement in terms of sensitivity
and speciﬁcity over SOMBRERO, which is a well-known SOM based
motif discovery tool. SOMIX has also been found promising comparing
against other popular motif discovery tools.
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Introduction

Identiﬁcation of transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) is fundamental
to understand gene regulation. The binding sites or motif instances are
typically 10 ∼ 15bp and degenerated in some positions. They are often
buried in a large amount of non-functional background sequences which
cause low motif signal-to-noise ratio. Computational discovery of the TFBS
(that bind with common transcription protein) from the upstream DNA
sequences of co-regulated genes, is regarded as computational motif discovery.
Fundamental of these approaches is to search for motifs that are over-represented
(over-abundance) in the input sequences compared to the background sequences.
Algorithms based on various search strategies have been proposed to discover
those over-represented motifs. They include MEME [1], ALIGNACE[2] and
SOMBRERO[3]. In this paper, we aim to develop a self-organizing map (SOM)
neural network with a customized hybrid node’s model for motif discovery.
Standard SOM with weight vector as node model representation has been
widely used in biological sequences clustering[4,5]. This representation is
inappropriate for our purpose because it requires the input DNA sequences
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